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Dating of the California Flower Beads

In the Last issue of this journaL we reported on the discovery that the
RestaLL Manufacturing Co. operated 'the "worLd's first rose bead factory" in
Long Beach, Ca Li forni a.
The fICa Liforni a Flower Beads" were made f rom the
petaLs of 13 different fLowers pressed into moLds. The information on the
boxes of the two strands of beads in our coLLection gave no dates, but we
estimated that they were made between 1900 and' 1930, possibLy the 1920s.
The seLected pages from the T. Eaton cataLogues donated in trust by Vivian
GonzaLes (see New At the Center -- Library) have given us far more precise
dates for the beads and heLp us trace their popuLarity.
In the Spring~Summer cataLogue of 1915 is "A Fragrant Rose Bead NeckLace.
The Rose Bead NeckLaces are exceedingLy popuLar. They have a naturaL
fragrancy, are 21 inches Long, and choice of either Light bLue or pink." Cpa
232] The size ;s about right (the two we have are rose, 24" Long and orange
21" Long), but the picture onLy vagueLy resembLes our rose neckLace, and it
has a cLasp, which neither of our strands do. Our rose neckLace is bLack,
and the orange bLossom is pink. At $1.00 the price was rather high.
In the FaLL-Winter of 1915-16 Eaton's offered "CaLifornia Flower Bead
NeckLaces" in rose, forget-me-not, EngLish Lavender, carn~tion, and orange
bLossom. These must have been made by the RestaLL Co.; they represent five
of the 13 fLowers noted on one of the boxes in our colLection. The rose is
bLack, aLthough the orange bLossom is Listed as ivory white in coLor. The
styLe is sLightLy different than ours; it is onLy 17" and has (by necessity)
a cLasp. They were priced at 48 cents, stiLL reLativeLy high for the times •
Cpa 252] The same beads (though without the orange bLossoms) were offered in
the Spring-Summer 1916 Cp. 143], but were then priced at onLy 39 cents.
In the next Spring-Summer cataLogue (1917:147] "FLower Beads" were shown,
but without CaLifornia in the name. The same four types as Last year were
offered, but the-price had dropped to 19 cents.
The Spring-Summer of 1918
had an ad for three styLes of "Perfume NeckLaces: The sweet fragrance, neat
appearance, and moderate price of the Perfume NeckLace make it a very
desirabLe piece of jeweLry for Ladies or misses." C223] OnLy "ashes of
rose" and "sky bLue" were offered in 16" strands, and the prices were 18, 25
and 50 cents. SLightLy different styLes of the Perfume NeckLaces, in bLack
rose, ashes of rose and sky bLue about 14" Long seLLing for 19 to 35 cents
were offered during the next 3 years CSummer 1919:224; FaLL-Winter 1919
20:388; FaLL-Winter 1920-21:373], and do no appear thereafter.
The CaLifornia FLower Beads made by the RestaLL Manufacturing Co. of Long
Beach can now be secureLy dated to 1915-16. This type of bead became
popuLar (at Least in Canada and probabLy aLso in the United States) in 1915
and continued being offered untiL 1921. The quick and heavy devaLuation in
price caLLs from some consideration. As the neckLaces got cheaper they aLso
got shorter, which may account for some of the drop in price.
It is aLso
possibLe that the Perfume NeckLaces (and perhaps the originaL Rose NeckLace)
were not made by RestaLL but by a rivaL who undercut the price.
The Msrgsretolog1st, the official journal of the Center for Bead Research,
is published twice a year only for Members and Patrons of the Center.
Members ($25 for 2 years) also receive discounts on our publications and
copying service, and may submit a bead for identification. Patrons ($75 for
2 years) additionally receive our publications without charge and a
bibliographic search.
The Center for Bead Research 4 Essex Street, Lake Placid, NY 12946.
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Thegeographi cia l term "Guinea" has referred to several di fferent terri tori es
at differeht ~imes. There was an ancient African kingdom by that name, and
there is a modern country so named.
When Europeans first began to sail
regularly to Africa, Guinea came to mean the entire -western coast from the
Gambia River to southern Angola, but more often the area from Gambia to the
Cameroons, the lands bordering the Gulf of Guinea. In the present context,
Guinea means primarily the Gold Coast, the coast of modern Ghana. '
This part o~ the world has long been fond df beads. Both native-made and
European glasi trade beads are found there in considerable numbers and great
variety. Ther:e are, unfortunately, few historical accounts which tell us
much about bead use in this part of the world; most are sketchy and there is
often little to be learned from them. One rare exception is an anonymous
Dutch work, available in English as "A description and historicall
declaration ~f the golden Kingdom of Guinea ~ ••" published by Samuel
Purchas in 1625 [VI 247-353].
The author was a close observer and took an
interest in th:e appearance and· ornaments of the people he met. He witnessed
many ceremoni~s and described them in detai l, leaving us a large body of
information ab~out beads and ornaments.
When workin~ with this material we should keep in mind that the author wa~
neither an anthropologist nor a bead specialist, but a traveling merchant.
He sometimes l~aves questions wh~ch we cannot answer.
It has, also not been
possible to tr'ace all of the places he mentioned. There is, furthermore, a
difficulty with the use of several of his words, especially two •
One is his t'erm "Fetisso," which I have rendered "fetish" <I have reformed
all of the speiLLing). He uses this term to refer both to gods and to charms
or amulets us:ed in connection with them.
The word "fetish" (according to
Merriam-Webster) is derived from the Latin facticius, factitious, and came
into English ~hrough the French and the Portuguese; in the latter it is
feitiyo. The IDutch author assumed that Fetisso was a native term, and said
so"in several passages.
Although that_is conceivable, it seems more likely
that it was bdrrowed from the Portuguese, who ~ere established on the coast
'
long before ou~ visitor went there.
The second word is "coral." In modern Dutch the word kraal, derived from
coral, means gllass bead [van der Sleen 1975:56]. This usage is relatively
old, but in the early 17th century greyn aLso meant glass bead. A letter of
1626.by Issack De Rasiere, the secretary of the New Netherlands, contains
the phrase "cqrael off greyn," which has been translated "corals or beads"
by a most knowledgeable
scholar [van Laer 1924:232].
The dual use of
I
"coral" to mean
both the naturaL product and glass beads causes some
confusion in i the present text; it is clearly used in both senses in
different passages, and it seems that G. Artis Dantisc and Theodore de Bry,
who-translatedl the work, could not always decide which was appropriate.
A GeneraL

•
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Desc~iption

;
Our author tel~s us that the people he met on the Gold Coast took pride in
their appearance, cutting their hair and dressing it in different ways [p.
266].
They ~ore caps on their heads made of various materials:
bark,
reeds, straw, ~nd dog or goat skins [267J. They wore linen clothes, though
the poorer classes were scantily dressed, and they were fond of a wide
variety of cloth 'to wear [267, 282, 301-3].
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There were aLso decorations appLied directLy to the body.
Aside from
annointing themseLves with paLm oiL [264], scarification and body paint were
used.
The scars were smaLL sLashes on the forehead and the cheeks near the
ear [269]. The scars on the cheeks were often covered with a white paint,
which was aLso appLied under the eye brows and spotted on the face, "which a
far off show Like pearLs" [269].
White stripes were appLied to the face in
the morning in honor of their gods; the pigment was said to be made from an
earth Like chaLk [290]. Paint was aLso used for war, which was decLared on
any smaLL pretext. Faces were painted red, white or yeLLow, and crosses,
stripes and "snakes" were put on the rest of the body [305].
Certain peopLe couLd be easiLy distinguished by their dress. GentLemen,
who had to pay-for the priviLege of being so named, often wore their fi·nger
naiLs very Long [263] and wore goLden rings around their necks [266-7].
MetaL rings on aLL parts of the body are often mentioned. Women wore copper
and ivory rings on their arms, and red and yeLLow copper (brass) rings on
their Legs, with an occasionaL tin ring as weLL [270, 282]. However, except
at dances any woman wearing copper rings onhep Leg~ with smaLL beLLs
attached to them marked herseLf as a woman of easy vi rtue [270]. Iron
rings, up to 30 or 40 at once on the arms, was the mark of an unmarried girL
[270]. Most of these rings were European made, at Least in the beginning,
and shore dweLLers bought them and soLd them to the inLand viLLages [286],
aLthough some pLaces, Like the viLLage of Berqu, were known for the making
of goLd rings and chains [303].
The king, of course, was very weLL decked out: "his hair is knotted with
goLden coraLs ,and other costLy things, on his arms and Legs he hath rings of
goLd and other fair beads of coraL, and th~ Like aLso about his neck." [311]
InterestingLy, however, the treasurer wore even more goLd rings on his arm,
neck, and feet than the king himseLf [311].
There were aLso particuLar ornaments for certain times of the year and
stages in Life. When a man heLd the great feast that wouLd mark him as a
gentLeman, one so costLy that he was often broke thereafter [335], his wives
wore goLden jeweLry: fetishes, crosses (an obvious European infLuence) and
neck rings [336].
At the annuaL feast, women wore copper, ivory, and tin
rings on their arms, probabLy in greater numbers than in everyday wear, and
copper rings with smaLL beLLs on their Legs, which were not worn by decent
women otherwise [338]. The men heLd an annuaL fe~st of their own in JuLy,
for which they painted themseLves with white and red stripes, wore Leaves
and straw around their necks, and put fetishes on the heads of their goats
and cattLe [338]. PaLL bearers wore garLands and "crowns" of straw [344].

•.

~

Fetishes
Our author took a keen interest in the use of fetishes by the peopLe he met
and mentioned them in many contexts. The fetishes might be made of any
number of materiaLs, but many of them seem to have been smaLL Leather
pouches. While discussing governors in the Kingdom of MaLi he described
them wearing "four-cornered Leather bags, aLL close joined together •••
upon their Legs, ,but what is within them, I know not" [250]. This sort of
Leather charm case has a Long history in Egypt [Petrie 1914:29-30], and in
West Africa is often known as a gri-gri in modern times.
Fetishes, however, couLd be any number of objects, often incLuding beads.
Beans and Venetian beads strung on straw and hung at the waist were a fetish
[271], as were straw wisps on the head and Legs to prevent harm [290].
Fishermen wore the boughs of certain trees on their neck to insure a good
catch [291], and warriors wore the bough of a tree to protect them in battLe

•
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[305]. The seLection of a new' king caLLed for the washing of the cows and
the hanging of fetishes on their heads [310]. Part of taking an oath or
making a promise was to kiss the fetishes wOrn on the Legs [!] and arms
[319]. When'the king did not have enough revenue he wouLd sacrifice to a
particuLar tree and his priests (conjurers) would burn some wood and take
the ashes and smear themseLves with it.
This aLLowed them to speak to the
"devil" who would teLL them if merchants were coming, and they would aLso
make smaLL amulets which were given to chiLdren.
Fetishes were particularly important for children. When a chiLd was one
or two months oLd (old enough to assume to have survived, one presumes) a
littLe skiri made of a net of bark was hung on him. On the net were
fetishes of ~oLd crosses and other things. Th~ net prevented the baby from
being taken ~y the deviL. Coral (or more likely glass beads) were placed on
the hands, feet, and neck, and shells were woven into the hair. These
strings of "coraLs" each had their own uses. One prevented vomiting,
another prev.nted falling, another stemmed bleeding, another insured sleep,
another protected the child from wild beasts and bad air, and so on, each
with its nameI and purpose [260].
Another important use for fetishes was in the ceremonies of death. Up~:>n
the death of 'a man, the nearest kin killed a hen, dressed it, and sat in a
corner of the house with his (own) fetishes. These he put in order, the
most important being in the center. "Then he takes certain beads, some made
of shells, some of beans and great peas, and others of 1eathers, mixed with
buttons made of barks of trees, and hangs them upon the fetishes." He then
sprinkled aLL the fetishes and beads with the blood of the hen. Next 'he
went to a field and gat'hered a certain herb, which he made into a necklace.
He pul Led off a few Leaves of thi s garland at a time, rolled them into, a
ball, placed them between his legs while saying ~omething like "aLL haiLh,
and sprinkL,d the juice he squeezed from them over the fetishes. He
continued to :do this untiL aLL the Leaves were gone. The baLL of Leaves at
the end was ~Lso a fetish. Then he put away alL of his fetishes until he
was caLLed upon again at the occasion of the next death [292-33.
It is apparently about the baLL of Leaves, or perhaps the beads invoLved
in this ceremony, that our author then remarked, tlThis kind of superstition
they esteem tor a great hoLiness for their bodies, for when they go to war
they hang suqh beads about their necks, arms and Legs, thinking that their
Fetisso will ldefend them thereby, and preserve them from kiLling, and think
that they need not fear any thing." [293]
Also into battLe, "They take
their beads'iwith them, wherewith they make their Fetissos and hang them
about them, ;and think when they have them about them, that their Fetissos
wiLL defend them, an~ that they shaLL not be slain." [305]
I

. European Beads
We have already noted the use of a few native made beads, particularly those
made from beans or "great peas" and of gold. The other native beads
discussed in .the text is ~ctually mentioned in the section on the Kingdom of
beads of tlseahorse teeth", [250]. The seahorse is the
Mali, and those are
hippopotamus. Whether these beads were actuaLLy made of hippo ivory or were
the Large square beads ,made of the sheLL of Area grandos, which are aLso
commonLy called "hippo teeth" is impossible to say at this time. tlThey also
use round beads, and speciaLly great round counters, which they hang ahd
pLait among iheir hair, and let them hang over their ears. tI [282]
.
Coral was imported by the Europeans and appreciated by the Africans. As
we discussed: above, -it 'is often difficuLt to'telL whether coraL or glass
beads are meant in the text.
Coral is often mentioned in ambiguous
I
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passages: "[from the Portuguese theyJ bought such things as they desired, as
iron, tin, copper basins, knives, cloth, kettles, corals, and such like
wares" [276J; "the cheifest wares that are uttered there, and most used
among them, is, linen, cloth, brass, and copper things, basins, kettles,
knives, and cor~ls." [282J "The inhabitants .of the sea-side, come also to
the market with ,their wares, which they buy of the Netherlanders, as linen
cloth, knives, ground coral •••" [286J.
On the other hand, sometimes the word "coral" clearly meant simply a bead,
such as the "golden corals" the king wears in the passage cited above. At
other times, actual coral is meant. We are told that the people did not
know or want pearls, diamonds, rubies or emeralds, "but they know fine red
corals well, which are much esteemed of by them." [348J
One of the questions we must discuss is whether the Africans ground the
coral they bought or whether "ground coral" refers to glass beads. We are
told that at the marketplace of. Agitaky, "we sell many Venetian Madrigetten,
and corals (for the common people traffic much therewith by grinding and
seLling them one unto the other)" [302J. I cannot say for sure what
"Venetian Madrigetten" might be. In modern Italian the word "madreggiare"
refers to something motherly or something that takes after mother, and this
term may indicate a rosary.
If the whole phrase is "Venetian Madrigetten
and corals," we have a reference to Venetian glass beads which were ground
and sold among the people.
The grinding of Venetian glass beads (referred to as ground corals) is
specifically discussed in one passage: "They also use raJ great store of
Venice beads, of all kinds of colours, but they desire some colours more
than others, which they break into four or five pieces, and then grind them
upon a stone,. as our chi ldren grind cherry stones; and then put them upon
strings, made,of bark of trees, ten or tweLve together, and therewith
traffic 'much: those ground corals they wear about their necks, hands and
feet." [282J
Western Africans in the area we are considering are known to grind glass
beads. The grinding of powder-glass or altered glass beads is extensively
mentioned in the literature, and the process is commonly called arduous and
time consuming [Sinclair 1939:128; Sordinas 1964:75; Sordinas 1965:117; Lamb
1976:38J. European gLass beads are often ground down on their ends so that
they hang better on a necklace. On the other hand, our Dutch observer says
that the beads were broken up into four or five pieces. Nothing is ever
mentioned about driLLing, and we can only assume that long tubular beads are
the ones he means. Millefiori beads are often broken into small discs, and
this may be what he meant by "of alL kinds of colours." However, this seems
a bit early for milLefiori beads and he may not have meant that each bead
had all kinds of colors but that various colored beads were involved, which
is suggested by "they desire some colours more than others."
In any case, European glass beads were a common commodity in Guinea at the
time. In Ma l i our informant discusses beads worn on the neck whi ch "we
bring them," [250J, and on the Gold Coast, "strings of beads of divers
colors, which our Netherlanders bring them [266-7J. It is possible that he
is here referring'" to Dutch-made beads. The Dutch were manufacturing gLass
trade beads at the time [Karklins 1974; 1985J, and our author specifically
mentioned Venetian beads in many contexts, but in these two passages he only
said that the Dutch brought (but not that they made) particular beads.
Venetian beads were identified several times: list ring of Venice beads, with
some gold among them, of divers fashions" worn on the knees [267J. "They
also hang diverse wisps of straw about their girdLes, which they tie fulL of
beans, and other Venice beads, esteeming them to be their fetishes or
saints ••• " (271] •
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From the iperspective of 400 years Later we must be appreciative of the
modest Dutchman whose sharp eye and carefuL observation has Left us with one
of the more icompLete written accounts of the use of beads and other ornament
in Western Africa.
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BEADS FRCM THE OO\)ES OF THE DEAD

Human attitudes toward the dead range from indifference to honor to fear
(Habenstein and Lamers 1963]. Among the wide variety of mortuary customs,
one of the most personaL is for the Living to wear part of the body of the
dead. This is neither as rare nor as bizarre one may first imagine.
The custom is very oLd. From the MagdaLanian Period (about 17-11,000 BP)
part of a Lower right jawbone of a teenager with two teeth attached was.un
covered in d'EnLene cave, France. It had been perforated to be worn as a
pendant and was covered with red ochre (VaLLo;s 1937:559].
In the NeoLithic period (about 10,000 B.C.), roundeLs of human skuLL bone
cut during trepanning operations (opening hoLes in the skuLL, presumabLy to
Let out bad spirits or air) were perforated, probabLy for a~uLets.Seve~aL
were found in the vaLLey of Petite-Morin, Marne, France.
They may not have
been memoriaLs to the dead, since some peopLe who underwent this operation
survived (HiLer 1922:51].
The best recorded practice of wearing of human bones is from Great Andaman
IsLand in the Indian Ocean, fi rst reported and studied in the Last century
(Man 1882:329; Thomson 1882].
AnimaL bones, pLant parts and coraL were
sometimes substituted for human bones. The bones were not perforated but
strung by wrapping a fiber around the end joints.
The bones were gathered by the· men who had buried the dead after tlme was
aLLowed for'the fLesh to faLL away. They were washed in the sea, brought to
the viLLage; wept over by the reLatives, and then prepared by the women.
SkuLLs and jawbones were decorated with red paint and white cLay and hung
around the neck in a net. Finger bones and sometimes rib pieces were strung
and worn at,the neck, head, wrist, caLf or waist.
The skuLL and jaw bones
were memori.Ls, and the others were used a~ amuLets to cure the part of the
body on whiCh they were worn~
Preparation of the bones marked the end of
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the mourning period and the return of the dead to the social life of the
living. [Man 1882; Radcliffe-Brown 1922:112, 126, 292J. The custom is no
Longer practiced on Little Andaman Island, but has persisted on Great
Andaman IsLand among the Onges into recent times [Cipriani 1966:150J.
In the Buddhist reLigion, human bones were aLso sometimes made into beads.
Bones of the Buddha himseLf were treated in this manner {RudoLph 1978:349J.
In Ti bet bones of Lamas and others were used for rosari es and eLaborate
aprons, especiaLLy for the worship of Yama, the Lord of the Dead.
SkuLL
bones were favored for beads [RockhilL 1890:25; 1895:737J.
Human teeth were aLso used as beads. The Maoris of New ZeaLand made
neckLaces frpm their enemies' teeth [Duff 1977:83J; this is aLso reported
from the Gi Lbe.rt IsLands [Erikson 1969:98J. In the western Solomons singLe
teeth of ancestors were put in small baskets decorated with bits of sheLL
and worn around the neck or the wrist as amuLets and oracLes. These could
be inherited by male reLatives, but Lost their power if they were taken by
enemies. [WaLL and KuscheL 1975:57-8J.
In sum, wearing the bones or the teeth of reLatives, spirituaL Leaders, or
enemies was practiced for both memorial and amuLetic reasons.
Far from
b~ing gruesome, it most commonLy honored the dead. The age of the custom
and its use by isoLated groups suggests that it may have been quite wide
spread in. prehistoric times.
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RES-EARCH

Among our recent activities have been the Bead Tour of India (1986) and
the publication of new titles in our Occasional Papers series.
We have
issued a catalogue describing our Occasional Papers series, the World of
Beads Monograph Series, the Readings in Glass History series, the Bead
Collector's.Kits, other books we offer, and membership privileges in the
Center. Th~ catalogue is being mailed to members; others may obtain a
copy by s~nding us a first class stamp.
.

Occasional Paper 1:

:A' SUR V E Y 0 F B E ADS

INK 0 REA

Peter Francis, Jr.

A regional survey of beads from Stone Age to modern times, this monograph
traces the development of bead types and use of bead materials.
The
exuberant b.ad use of the Three Kingdoms, their eclipse under the Vis, and
the modern glass bead industry are among the topics covered in detail.
8 1/2 x 11'! paper format, 35 pp, 10 pp. bib. and index, map, chart, 4
plates.
I$BN: 0-910995-07-9
$6.50 Postpaid
JUS T

P ,U B LIS H ED!

•

Occasional Paper 2:

CHI N ESE
A REVIEW

G LAS S
OF

BE. ADS:

THE

EVIDENCE

Peter Francis, Jr.

An extensive investigation into classical and recent histories, archaeology,
travel lite~ature, and glass studies summarizes what is known of the origin,
production, : and export of Chinese glass beads through 3000 years. The
history of these beads is more complex and detailed than had been assumed.
8 1/2 by 11, paper format. 37 pp., 10 pp. bib. and index, 2 maps, 2 plates,
chart.
iISBN: 0-910995-08-7
$7.50 Postpaid
J US T P
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.Occasional Paper 3:

THE
.

THE
NEW

DISCOVERY
WORLD

Peter Francis, Jr.

An extensiv.e study of the writings of the Europeans who explored and settled
America bri~gs to light the vital role played by beads.
Native made beads
(including w'ampum), bead.materials desired by the Europeans, and trade beads
are covered Hn detail. The Purchase of Manhattan and beads of the Lewis and
Clark Expedi;iton are offered as case studies in the bead trade.
8 1/2 x 11 :paper·format. 47 pp., 8 pp. bib., 3 p. bigraphical and 7 pp.
$8.50 Postpaid
general ind~x, 3 maps, 3 plates. ISBN: 0-910995-09-5
,I
I
I
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Bead Study CoLLection:
The Center has been fortunate to acquire severaL smaLL colLections of beads
and exampLes of specialized bead reL~ted items. We are .sp.cialLy grateful
to the peopLe, who have donated this materiaL, as it adds substantially to
our understanding of various bead industries.
Kyoyu Asao Decorative ELements: The Late Japanese gLass bead master, Kyoyu
Asao, Left finished beads and various decorative eLements in the form of
canes and cane slices which he used to produce his beads. A representative
colLection of these decorative eLements has been donated by Robert Liu, who
has handLed the saLe of beads left upon Asao's death.
Bead Chain CoLlection: Finished and semifinished examples of bead chain
andlSOme associated Literature has been donated by David Vana. Metal bead
chain (which finds application as key chains and other uses) consists of
beads bound to each other by smaLL rods inserted in bead perforations. The
chains are made in a continuous process by which copper, brass, ~r other
metaL. tubes are moLded .into beads and strung together. The material was
manufactured by the Bead Chain Manufacturing Co. of Bridgeport, Connecticut
Ceramic Bead CoLlection: Samples of ceramic beads made by eight American
craftspersons,or companies have been donated by . Melanie ALter, a former
partner of Unos, a cermaic beadmaking'company.
ALong with the sampLes she
has furnished data about the companies involved. Since we put a calL out
Last year for information about companies making cermaic beads in the United
States, severaL exampLes have been sent to us, but this is by far the
Largest group of these beads we have received.
Korean Beads: Ken Howell has sent a group of sampLe gLass beads which was
produced under his supervision in Korea last year. The beads are primarily
of deep cobaLt. bLue gLass, whl.Le a few are amethyst coLored. In shape most
are round or elLipticaL, but he aLso had some hand faceted lead glass beads
made. This Line of beads is very popuLar with craftspeopLe in the United
States. They are so weLL crafted that they have aLready been mistaken for
much older beads; o~e person assured HoweLL that the iaceted beads were from
the mid-18th century.
.
One Woman's Bead Production: Sue Brown has donated samples of beads which
she-has produced: beads of her own handmade paper (crushed and formed, not
roLled as paper beads commonly are), bamboo from her own garden, and cloth.
The cloth beads are especialLy interesting, as she forms a small pillow-Like
bag, stuffs it, and sews the other end shut~ The Center has photographs of
her finished cloth and paper necklaces, many of which are quite stunning,
though she says they are "only for fun." Because of the time involved, Brown
has resisted selling her creations, aLthough she is often urged to do so.
Her reward comes in the doing and the pleasure of wearing them.
Packaged Beads: A sealed and tied package of Long blue tubular beads has
been donated by Elizabeth Harris. It is marked "Made in Japan" with a logo
lettered "A.BC." Despite the labeling, the origin of the beads is a subject
of controversy. The only.contexts in which they are known to be used are on
Chinese objects: beaded curtains, sewing baskets, and a decorative box
holding a crystal bal~ in the National Palace Museum in Taiwan [the beads
are discussed in Chinese Glass Beads: A Review of the Evidence, p. 24]. On
the other hand, several knowLegable people, including Ms. Harris, do not
believe the beads are Chinese but more likely European. Now we a have a box
of them marked "Made in Japan," though the Japanese are known to have
re-exported other people's beads. The mystery continues.
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Bead Tubes: A group of striped (two are of the chevron or star family)
glass-tubes about 30 cm. long made in Venice have been donated by Albert
Summerfield., These tubes were destined to be cut into smaller segments and
used as beads~ They are fine examples of the art of drawing decorated glass
tubes and ar~ an unusual addition to our section on Venetian beads.
The Library:
We have received notification of our impending listings in the Directory of
Special Libraries and Information Centers (Gale Research Co.) and the
American Library Directory (Jacques Cattell Press). We hope these entries
will enable more interested people to take advantage of our material.
Two useful items we~e ddnated in trust to the Center by Vivian Gonzales.
One is ari chronological chart tracing the manufacture of beads of all
materials from around 'the worLd. InitiaL entries have been made, with more
to be fiLLed in as data becomes avaiLable. The other are photocopied pages
of the T. Eaton and Co. Department Store (a Leading Canadian retaiLer)
showing bead and jewelry ads from 1884 to 1930. This has aLready proved its
value by heLping to date pressed flower beads (see p. 2).
Among other pubLications recentLy added to the Library are:

•

Bray ,Warwi ck (1978) The Gold of El Dorado, li mes Newspapers, London.
Cammann, Schuyler van R. (1962) Substance and Symbol in Chinese Toggles,
U. Pennsylvania Press.
"Duyvendak, J,.J~L. (1949) China's Discovery of Africa, Probsthain, London •
... McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of SCience and TeChnology (1966), New York.
PLiny [D.E.Eichholz trans. and ed.] (1962) Natural History, Libri
xxxvi-xxxv';i, (Vol. 10) Loeb Classical Library, Harvard U. Press.
Scovi LLe, Warren C. (1950) Capitalism and French Glassmaking, 1640-1789,
; U~ California Press •
... This set was purchased from a LocaL college, and Later we realized that it
Lacked Vol.' 6 (G - H). The people at the coLleg'e library had thought the
set was complete and could not Locate the missing volume. Can anyone heLp?
-Equipment:
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rogers have donated a small eLectric kiln, just the right
size for an ,anneaLing oven for lamp worked glass beads. We hope soon to put
toether a smaLL workshop for the experimental production of glass beads. To
date we have coLLected most of the minor tooLs and some cane gLass necessary
to begin work. The kiLn is an important addition to the workshop-to-be.
Other Thanks: . Aside from the peopLe mentioned above, many of whom aLso
donated individuaL beads or Literature, we want' to thank the following
peopLe for having contributed materiaLs to our collections: Pierre Bovis,
Michael Heiqi, Bee Hill, Gabrielle Liese, and Sylvia.Nelms.
,

Want List:

~'

•

F~om time to time we may List items which would make important additions to
our holdings in hopes that some
reader may Locate an otherwise unutilized
exampLe. FOr the experimental workshop we need a bLowpipe (like those used
by a welder) and a small air compressor or oxygen tank regulator.
The l ibra1ry could benefit from a copy of the Oxford English Dictionary
(the microprint edition would do). We also need VoL. 6 of the 1966 edition
of the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology (see above).
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COLLECTIONS

An invaluable source of information on the origins of glass trade beads is
available on sample cards produced by beadmakers and distributed to dealers.
Though several institutions have a few such cards, some larger collections
exist as well. Here is a summary of those known to be available.
Sample cards from manufacturers of Murano (Venice) Italy are housed in the
Museo Vetrario di Murano; most of them appear to date from the 19th century.
The Museum has been closed to visitors 'for many years for renovation. A set
of 20 slides of these cards may be viewed (they are not for pubLication) at
the Center for Bead Research, courtesy of Peter Pratt.
More than 50 boxed sample cards of A. Sachse of Jablonec, Czechoslovakia,
is housed in the Muzeum Skla a BiZut€rie (Museum of Glass and Jewelry) in
Jablonec. Sachse was one of the larger dealers of 'glass beads in the late
19th-early 20th century. "Most of the beads are Bohemian, although he also
maintained offices in Venice and other cities.
There are no photographic
records of this collection to date, but notes on it are on file at the CBR.
The British Museum's Ethnography Department (the Museum of Mankind) has
two ~roups of trade bead samples, both of which were often cited by early
writers on beads. Those of the M.l. levin Company (london) consist of 4
cards dating about 1851-1863 and three glass topped cases dating around
1857-1869. ',A "Venetian Bead Book" contains 16 wood-edged "pages" bound in a
leather case. It was originally part of the Felix Slade collection and was
bought from a trader in India.
Both of these groups have been illustrated
and described by Karklins (1982J. A set of color prints of the "Venetian
Bead Book" is.on deposit at the CBR, donated by Elizbeth Harris.
. Perhaps the largest such collection is the Dan Frost collection used by
the Stephen A. Frost & Son Co. of New York from 1848 to 1904. The 71 cards
were recently housed in the Illinois State Museum, Springfield.
Many of
them are marked either Venice or Gablonz (Jablonec), though some of the
labels appear to be incorrect. The collection has been briefly described by
Johnson (1977J and discussed more fully by liu (1983J, who illustrated 10 of
the cards. Photographs of some of the other cards are available at the CBR,
donated by Albert Summerfield.
The most recently acquired collection of this type was bought at a garage
sale by the Arquettes and is currently on loan to the Bead Museum (Prescott
AZ.) The cards are those of Fratell i (Brothers) Giacomuzzi fu Angelo of
Venice. A Label displays medals won by the firm, the last of which was in
1852, and a written notation -of "09.97A" may indicate September 1897
(Karklins1984J. The "book" resembles that from the Slade collection, and
has four cardboard sheets. Two similar supplementary sheets accompany it.
A full set of color prints are at the CBR, compliments of ELizabeth Harris.
The Center for Bead Research has a few sampLe cards from various
manufacturers. They include two cards of Bohemian beads from the turn of the
century, and modern cards from France, Japan, and Korea. •
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